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On June 30, 2009 an arbitrator concluded that Natural Resource District (NRD) ground water plans are insufficient to keep Nebraska in compliance with the Republican River Compact (RRC) settlement in dry years. The *September 30, 2009 Cornhusker Economics* explored the significance of the arbitrator’s decision. In October, the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) proposed *three possible dry year plans* that would keep Nebraska in RRC compliance. This newsletter explores the DNR proposals.

What are the current NRD plans? Basically, the NRDs have banned new irrigation wells and limit the pumping from current irrigation wells. The ground water allocations are 13.5 inches per irrigated acre in the Upper Republican NRD, 13 inches in the Middle Republican and 9 inches in the Lower Republican.

And these plans won’t keep Nebraska in compact compliance during dry years? The arbitrator concluded no.

What has the DNR proposed? The DNR has proposed three options: one that would restrict all irrigation wells during all years, and two that would restrict well pumping and surface water irrigation during dry years only.

What is Option One? Option One would restrict ground water pumping 60 percent across all three Republican Basin NRDs. Irrigators in the Lower Republican NRD could pump 3.6 inches/year/irrigated acre; while irrigators in the Middle Republican NRD could pump 4.8 inches; and Upper Republican NRD irrigators could pump 5.9 inches. The DNR computer models project that these pumping restrictions would keep Nebraska in RRC compliance for all years.
What is Option Two? Option Two would restrict pumping only during dry years, and only for certain “rapid response” wells: wells that would deplete streamflow by ten percent after five years pumping. Pumping from these ten-percent/five-year wells would be prohibited in dry years. Surface water irrigation could also be restricted. Option Two would result in 190,100 ground water irrigated acres being dried up during dry years, about 19 percent of the total well irrigated acres in the basin.

What is Option Three? Option Three is very similar to Option Two. Option Three would restrict pumping only during dry years, and only for certain “rapid response” wells: wells that would deplete streamflow by ten percent after two years pumping. Pumping from these ten-percent/two-year wells would be prohibited in dry years. Surface water irrigation could also be restricted. Option Two would result in 110,000 ground water irrigated acres being dried up during dry years, about 11 percent of the total well irrigated acres in the basin.

What happens next? The DNR presented this information to the Republican Basin NRDs in October, in the hopes that each NRD would incorporate one of these three approaches (or some variation thereof) in their NRD ground water management plans.

Would ground water irrigators be compensated for not pumping? That is the $64,000 question (or the $715 million question). The Unicameral enacted legislation that would have allowed NRDs to levy special taxes and issue bonds to, among other things, pay ground water irrigators not to pump, either temporarily or permanently. That legislation was declared unconstitutional by the Nebraska Supreme Court. So that statute would need to be changed in order to provide NRDs with the fiscal authorities to pay irrigators for their water. Alternatively the Unicameral could provide funding to pay irrigators for their water, although that might be difficult in 2010, when significant state budget cuts are expected.
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